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A. Vocabulary 
Choose the most suitable answers from a, b, c and d:  

1. Scientists argued that our reserve of oil will …………….. for only sixty years . 
a. last                       b. resolve                  c. consult                     d. procure 
 

2. We expect that the …………….. will carry out great projects in the desert . 
a. asthma                 b. motoring              c. fossil fuel                 d. government 
 

3. Our school bus stopped suddenly when it had a complete engine   ..……………  
a. polymer               b. refining                 c. appliance                 d. breakdown 
 

4. After a week in bed, I felt …………….. enough to try walking a few steps . 
a. finite                     b. strong                   c. hazardous               d .irreversible 
 

5. The food in the fridge has been …………….. because of an electric shock . 
a. lasted                   b. spoiled                  c. consulted                d. generated 
 

6. I want to do shopping, but I need to …………….. some money from the bank first. 
a) draw                         b) remind                 c) trespass                  d ) recharge 

7.  ..……………are micro-robots that can detect and destroy cancer cells in the body. 
a) Shocks               b) Terminals            c) Nanoshells                  d) Contact lenses 

 

8.  .…………… are widely used by doctors nowadays for finding and treating illnesses . 
a) Windscreen wipers         b) Anniversaries       c) Micro-robots      d) Reputations 

 

9.  My father always uses the …………….. in his trips to get shorter destinations . 
a) satnav                  b) cure-all              c) nanoshell                 d)contact lens 

 

10.  .Researchers at NASA developed a/an …………….. robot to shoot pictures on 
Mars . 

a) bifocal                     b) obedient             c) gold-coated               d) sophisticated 
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B. Grammar 
Choose the right answer from a, b, c and d   

  
1. What would you do if you (win) two million dollars?                 (Correct the verb) 

 
a- What would you do if you win two million dollars ? 
b- What would you do if you will win two million dollars?  
c- What would you do if you won two million dollars ? 
 

2. If water reaches 100 degrees, it (boil).                                              (Correct the verb)   
a- If water reaches 100 degrees, it boils . 
b- If water reaches 100 degrees, it boiled . 
c- If water reaches 100 degrees, it is boiling . 
 

3.  If David (not/ answer) my phone this time, I won’t call him again.        (Correct) 
a. If David won't answer my phone this time, I won’t call him again . 
b. If David doesn't answer my phone this time, I won’t call him again . 
c. If David didn't answer my phone this time, I won’t call him again . 
 

4. If you eat too much junk food, you (get) fatter.                             (Correct the verb)  
  

a. If you eat too much junk food, you will get fatter . 
b. If you eat too much junk food, you would get fatter . 
c. If you eat too much junk food, you have gotten fatter. 
 

5. My cousin (not/ have) so many accidents if he drove more carefully.   (Correct) 
a. My cousin hadn’t had so many accidents if he drove more carefully . 
b. My cousin won’t have so many accidents if he drove more carefully . 
c. My cousin wouldn’t have so many accidents if he drove more carefully . 
 

6.  I wish I (not spend) so much money when I was a young man.             [Correct] 
a. I wish I don’t spend so much money when I was a young man . 
b. I wish I didn’t spend so much money when I was a young man . 
c. I wish I hadn’t spent so much money when I was a young man . 
 
 

7. I have a stomachache. I wish I (not/ have) cake on my friend’s birthday party last 
night.                                                                                                                    [Correct] 

a.  I have a stomachache. I wish I didn’t had cake on my friend’s birthday party last night. 
b.  I have a stomachache. I wish I haven’t had cake on my friend’s birthday party last night . 
c.   I have a stomachache. I wish I hadn’t had cake on my friend’s birthday party last night. 
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8. feel so much tired. I wish I (not/ stay up) so late last night.                       [Correct] 
a.  I feel so much tired. I wish I hadn’t stayed up so late last night. 
b.  I feel so much tired. I wish I were not staying up so late last night . 
c.   I feel so much tired. I wish I haven’t stayed up so late last night . 
 

9. I wish I (not speak) too much during the family gathering last time.      [Correct] 
a.  I wish I don’t speak too much during the family gathering last time . 
b.  I wish I wasn’t speaking too much during the family gathering last time. 
c.   I wish I hadn’t spoken too much during the family gathering last time . 

 
10. My uncle has been able to find a good job.                                     (Make negative) 

 
a. My uncle hasn’t been able to find a good job . 
b. My uncle wasn’t able to find a good job. 
c. My uncle isn’t able to find a good job. 
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Writing 

 
‘Renewable energy is a world trend these days. A lot of people are not fully 

convinced that renewable energy is a practical solution for energy crisis.’ 

 

Plan and write an essay of 12 sentences (140 words ), persuading the readers that 

renewable energy is a necessity and showing the advantages of using it nowadays. 

 

- Your writing should include an introduction, a two- paragraph body and a 
conclusion) 

 

Outline 

Introduction 

……..……………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Body: 

Paragraph (1): 

………………………………………………………………...............................……… 

……………………………………………………………………….….………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……..……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Paragraph (2): 

………………………………………………………..........................................………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……..……………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Conclusion 

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……..…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Write your topic here 
 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………….……….…………………………………………………………………… 
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Model Answers 
 

A. Vocabulary 
5- b 4- b 3- d 2- d 1- a 

10 -d 9- a 8- c 7- c 6- a 
 

B. Grammar 
5- c 4- a 3- b 2- a 1- c 

10 -a 9- c 8- a 7- c 6- c 

 
C. Writing 

 
Outline 

 
Introduction:  
Have you ever thought about saving energy? It’s very important to save energy. It’s useful 

to reduce using energy to save the environment and to save money. 

 

Body 
Paragraph 1: why renewable energy is a necessity. 

-reducing pollution 

-reducing global warming 

- keeping animal habitat 

 

Paragraph 2: the advantages of using renewable energy 

-less cost/saving money 

- reducing bills 

- saving oil 

- oil will last longer 

 

Conclusion: 

 Finally, I think saving energy is a necessity. If we don't reduce our energy consumption, 

we will end up with many problems. 
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Topic 

 
Have you ever thought about saving energy? It’s very important to save 

energy. It’s useful to reduce using energy to save the environment and to save money. 

It's important to save energy to save the environment. Also, it helps reduce 

pollution. In addition, it reduces global warming. Moreover, it keeps the animal habitat 

safe. 
Saving energy is important. It has less cost. It saves our money. It reduces 

electricity bills. It saves oil. It ensures oil will last longer. 

 

Finally, I think saving energy is a necessity. If we don't reduce our energy 

consumption, we will end up with many problems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 


